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Deliverance Prayer Points
Prayer remains the only one thing the devil cannot do, all because he has no one to pray to. This book offers life changing prophetic and deliverance prayers for each day of the
year. Jesus told us to pray without ceasing. The prayers in this book is gauranteed to make your life better, change your story, and give you a bounce back from the valley of
defeat. Your yokes are bound to be destroyed and bondages broken. The words of wisdom in this book will keep your life up and shinning. It's time to TAKE-OVER the days of
your life by the power of prayer, positive confessions and wisdom. Jesus Christ is Lord!
There is no gainsaying that God's plan concerning every man on earth is that he prospers and be in health. Unfortunately, many people suffer lack, and most times, are not
successful in whatever they lay their hands on. This is not the will of God for such people. Satan - the age long enemy of man is responsible for this, using his emissaries to afflict
his victims in the kingdom of darkness. This book is specially packaged to put an end to such afflictions from the kingdom of darkness, as it offers over 200 inspired Prayers that
will attract money, financial ideas and favor of God and man into your life. The prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other
book like this book. Why? This is because the prayers were released by the Holy Spirit while meditating on over 150 special scriptures that will command financial release over
your life. Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers, and I put them down as I heard the Holy
Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly that these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced that this book will be of immense blessings to
you. The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. This is because the prayers are
spiritually discerned and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These prayers
would be very great during your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly
even if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during your prayers. I look forward to your arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your
life and family.
Marriage and the family is a broad area where many people have exhibited gross ignorance. Unfortunately, it is a landscape where there has been many ugly casualties. Many
people have, therefore, expressed the need for a powerful family deliverance manual. The book which you hold in your hands is a product of years of research. It addresses the
hopes and aspirations of stake holders as far as the institution of marriage is considered. Family deliverance has been vomited by the Holy Ghost to rescue many families, prop
up the tottering walls of marital stability and grant immunity to homes. Family Deliverance will lead to restoration, peace and stability in every home.
Deliverance of the Brain is without a doubt, a masterpiece. Reading it will add value to your brain. It brings to the fore, the depth of your intellectual endowment and shows you
what it takes to obtain, and experience and retain sound mental health. While this book will show you how to maximize your mental capacity, it will also lead you unto deliverance
from every form of mental affliction. This book will move every reader forward. It will put an end to every activity of the enemy in the area of the brain
The battles which first born faces this day are many. Praises are song the day they were born, only to fade away within a short time. Most first born are consumed on the way of
life. Their destinies are either cut short, polluted or reversed. Smiles on their face suddenly turn sober as things don’t work out as planned. No battle is too big for God to handle.
He is always there for us. First born are special to him, as they are the gateway of parent to child bearing. Hence, God is much interested in you as a firstborn of the family. This
book has eight hundred (800) prayer points vomited by Holy Spirit to take you to a higher realm and make you a leader of the family. Purchase a copy of this book, pray the
prayers of victory in it and match forward by fire! KEYWORDS: daily devotionals for teen girls, teen devotionals for girls, top christmas gifts for teens 2019, power of a praying
wife for teen girl devotional, power of a praying parent for teen, jesus calling for teens, christian books for teen girls
When you pray something supernatural happens. Mountains move when you pray. Strongholds break, Waters part, Victory is delivered, and success is announced! Prayer is not
a means or a method to guilt trip God or to convince God to heal us. Prayer is a means of restoration, healing, deliverance, miracles, comfort, blessings, and inspirational
communication with your creator.When you pray these prayer points with all your heart, pray them with great expectation knowing that we serve a God that heals and delivers,
knowing that Jesus is the balm in Gilead that heals and restore. Knowing that He is our healing balm, so engage Him in prayers and get your healing, deliverance and
breakthrough. The prayer points in this book will also boost your faith as you rebuke sickness and diseases.Every sickness has a name and that name is subject to the name of
Jesus Christ. Therefore as you rebuke all sicknesses in your life in the name of Jesus, I see God delivering you totally in Jesus name.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual
growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares,
Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for
all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life.
Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model.
Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
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If you spend more time with God, men and women will be looking for you. And I am telling you the truth, you cannot be a part time Christian and defeat a full-time devil. To deal
with the devil and give him and his demons technical knocking, you must be a full-time Christian and also hot fire brand like high tension for Jesus Christ. This book will surely
unfold the mysteries of the power of prayers and the patterns of prayers that will help you to pray your way out to a break-through of success. This book will prepare you how to
understand the powers of darkness that conflicts your mind and teaches you how to fight this battle through the power of prayers, because if here is a man to pray, there is God
to answer. Heavens await you to attend your requests. According to His will and His words that are powerful that can destroy the powers that are fighting your destiny, your star,
and your dreams not to come true or get to your desired destinations in life. This book is about self-deliverance to help you in all the areas of your life. By the grace of God, He
will free you from the evil captivity of the powers of darkness. This book will serve as a devotion tool to enlighten, educate, and teach millions of Christians in the kingdom how to
outline their prayer points and pray their way out of problems by presenting their matters before God Almighty. This world is full of wickedness in the high and low places, not
knowing whom to trust and how to deal with the satanic powers and demons that are busy destroying human lives. One way or the other, with many problems going up and
down, because every new level that you attend in this life also has a new devil. The only way to defeat this unseen enemies, with their wickedness of the wicked, is by working
with Jesus side by side. You must be hot all the time as a firebrand Christian. Jesus is Lord.
100 of MY Most Miraculous Prayer Points in one package, pray them daily and violently in faith.
Deliverance Prayer Points That Will Change Your Life Forever240 Powerful Night Prayers for Financial Miracles and BlessingsCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Prayer changes things. This book will empower you with over 245 fervent prayers for prosperity, deliverance and divine blessings that will strengthen you spiritually and win the
devil hands down when in helpless situations, and claim your detained and in-coming blessings. The prayers in this book will cover all areas you need prayer in your life, you will
only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. This is because the prayers are spiritually discerned and arranged. Pray the prayers in this book
seriously. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These prayers are also very helpful in special midnight prayers.I look forward to your arrays of
testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
500 powerful prayers for uncommon breakthrough, is a very powerful deliverance book that one need to pray the prayer points in it to gain victory over hindrances, obstacles and
some life challenges that seems to be impossible to overcome.There are some key prayers in this book that you must not miss to pray, if you really want to have instant
breakthrough. The book is a complete guide on how to overcome all kinds of life challenges that has been holding you bound in a particular position. Powerful prayers against
spiritual attacks, prayers for financial breakthrough and how to pray in accordance with the will of God. The book also focus much on prayers to destroy evil curses, bad family
background, marital issues, prayers to connect to supernatural powers, etc. God is the mighty man in battle, God says i will fight for you and you will hold your peace, all you
need to do is to play your part by tabling it before God in prayers. For those of us living poverty, joblessness, divorce, looking for the right husband or wife, loneliness, confusion
etc. this is the right book for you.Knowing fully well that prayers moves mountain, the word of God and prayer points in this book is like a hammer or weapon against every
principalities and powers that is working against your life. This is over-comers manual that any body who really want to experience breakthrough in every aspect of life or
someone who want to rise above principalities and powers must read or go through. Prayers for partner and prayers to restore devoice. The word of God says, pray without
season, pray until something happen. You don't have to blame or hold any body responsible if you miss a book like this that will take you to the next level.
This book is written to awake the spirit of last born children of the family. It is a prayer loaded book with eight hundred prayer points that will open your eyes and make you excel
in every sphere of life. Prayers in this book are spiritually vomited by the power of the Holy Spirit. It is good you know how to go about your life in prayer. It is good to subdue and
bombard every problem that come your way in prayer. This is what this book stands for. As last born of the family, you are expected to be seen and heard as an exemplary child
of the house. All eyes are on you to see what you can achieve in life. Mind you, you are born great with signs and wonders flowing in your vein. You must arise now and achieve
BIG. Prayers in this book shall lead your steps to success and breakthroughs you never expected. The doors are open, gates are wide open, heaven is open to you as well, only
you should march on and conquer. It is today, not tomorrow. KEYWORDS: daily devotionals for teen girls, teen devotionals for girls, top christmas gifts for teens 2019, power of a
praying wife for teen girl devotional, power of a praying parent for teen, jesus calling for teens, christian books for teen girls
I Must Win This Battle offers a hands-on training self-deliverance process and prayers. It covers over 2000 prayer points focusing on how to remove unpleasant and unwanted
situations of life. Battle of life is a must win for every child of God and this book shows how to, in a very simple and effective way. It is a must have for every household.
Deliverance means to loose the bounds of wickedness . A lot of people are under the bondage of wickedness. If you look at the lives of many people, you will discover a wide
array of wicked occurrences. If your life is surrounded by wicked mysterious happenings, you need to go for deliverance as fast as you can. Deliverance is setting the captives
free from the oppressive power of Satan. It’s the spiritual cleansing of an individual that makes that person free from the strong-holds of the enemy.
Every unique situation needs unique solution. Don’t allow poverty be your sleeping partner. A king without crown loses respect, so is one breathing for breakthrough. This book
is loaded with prayer points that break yokes, bring confidence and pave way to success. No wonder the prayer points are directed to peculiar needs and opportunities. The
prayer contains bullets and fires needed to unseat giants dominating your rightful position. With the application of these prayer points, every strange power behind your
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predicament shall be silenced forever. No truth is better than to purchase this book. KEYWORDS: warfare prayer book, prayer devotional book, our daily prayer guide, prayer
devotional for women, power of prayer bible study, prayer types, prayer tim keller
You are welcome into the realm of taking over your territory! The manual in your hand is designed with different prayer topics on singles' related issues. Prepare your mind and
determine to indeed reclaim your original status. See you at the top!
Great Deliverance There are different classes of deliverance, just like there are different classes of healing. The Bible talks about great deliverance, complete deliverance, partial
deliverance and instalmental deliverance.The greatest deliverance, however, is deliverance from the bondage of sin. Sin is the "food" of all evil spirits. Where there is no sin, no
demon can operate.
Thunderous Miracle and deliverance prayer book is revealed by Holy spirit to give deliverance to people who have challenges in Marriage, spiritual attack, exposing voice
bondage, and Prayers to achieve your God given Greatness. God took me in the spirit for three weeks, Sounding in my ears the use of Thunder as a weapon of prayer and a tool
to dismantle the plans of the kingdom of darkness in people's life. This is a lifesaving self deliverance prayer book. The prayers in this book will deliver you from spiritual attacks,
disappointment in marriage and destroying powers of the high places that have held you in captive for many years. This book contains over 300 prayer points for your
breakthrough. Proverbs 18:10 - The name of the Lord is a strong tower;The righteous run to it and are safe.
Three categories of people miss out greatly on the immense benefits of the deliverance ministry - those who are ignorant of the deliverance ministry and its purposes, those who do not believe
in deliverance, and those who do not know how to obtain genuine and complete deliverance.This book is written for all three categories so they can find help and be free. It unravels the
mysteries surrounding deliverance, makes it clearer and easier to understandPractical, instructive and life-changing, Forty Rules for Effective Deliverance is one of the greatest deliverance
manuals ever written. It will keep you from becoming and remaining a permanent deliverance candidate.
God wants everyone to prosper and live happily in life. However, Devil tends to hinder this intent of God from manifesting in the life of some people, and most times, making them not to be
successful in what they lay their hands on. This is not the will of God for them. Satan - the age long enemy of man is responsible for this, using his collaborators to afflict his victims.This book
is specially packaged for you to put an end to such afflictions from the kingdom of darkness, as it offers over 225 inspired Prayers that will give you wisdom to overcome your enemies, attract
God's favor and that of man into your life.
The issue of spirit husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual marriage) is one of the greatest spiritual problems which has pervaded societies of the world. There are vicious sexual
spirits which molest and torment individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance from spirit spouses and other associated wicked powers.
Earth-Moving Prayers is a highly anointed deliverance prayer book that will transform your life, and set you free from any form of bondage or captivity you may find yourself. Over 600 pages of
mountain moving and yoke destroying prayer points. Over 5300 problems solving and solution finding prayer points prepared by the Holy Ghost to set you free. This book is for you, a must
have for every household.
It's time to end all satanic harassment in your life and family. Provoke Divine intervention and take delivery of God's promise for your life..This book is a twenty-one-day fasting and prayer
guide for all-around deliverance and breakthroughs. These teachings and prayers will touch every aspect of your life and provoke great transformations. Your health will be restored. Your
finances will be healed, and you will experience breakthroughs. You will find a job. Your home will experience a great spiritual transformation, and your marriage will be restored. You will
experience great peace.God's consuming fire has some very significant applications in scriptures. In this book, we shall be applying God's fire as a tool of judgment on the works of the wicked
and for our purification. As a tool of judgment on the works of the wicked, we shall be claiming our freedom from all forms of demonic harassments by fire - That is what I call Deliverance by
Fire. And as an instrument of purification, we shall be engaging God's fire for our complete cleansing, spiritual restoration, and renewal.Are you ready to stop the devil in your life and family
today?Are you ready to say enough is enough to all forms of Satan-instigated threats against your marriage, children, finances, health, and divine purpose?Are you ready to claim God's
promises for your business, career, marriage, and life? Are you willing to say never until you see His promises?I'm calling you for 21 days of intensive fire prayers against every evil
harassment in your life and family. I am confident that as you go through the eye-opening teachings in this book and embark on the prayers, whatever unjust circumstances in your life right
now will bow. You will experience supernatural intervention in the most challenging situations of your life as you pray these prayers and wait on the Lord.It's time to call down fire from heaven.
It's time to invoke God's fire of judgment on the wicked works of darkness. It's time to demand your deliverance and refuse nothing else until you're free. You have suffered enough. You have
hidden enough. It's time to challenge all prophets of Baal against your life and show them that our God is a consuming fire.
If you need healing and need it fast, if you need deliverance from satanic oppressions, and financial breakthrough and need it fast, then this book is for you. I'm going to introduce you to a new
kind of prayers that gets results. It's called violent prayers. Violent prayers are not shouting in prayers, nor is it a prayer where you disturb the neighborhood. It's a kind of prayer that bible men
and women secretly prayed and got quick results each time they did. Violent prayers makes use of three powerful keys 1. The thought procession 2. The push factor and 3. Authority. Combine
violent prayers with 3 days fasting and midnight praises, and see a quick manifestation of your prayers. In this book, you'll learn... 1. What is Violent Prayers? 2. Effects of Praying Violent
Prayers 3. When You Need to Pray Violent Prayers and Minister Deliverance to Yourself and Family. 4. How to Minister Deliverance to Yourself or to Someone Else Using Violent prayers. 5.
Violent Prayers for Healing. 6. Violent Prayers for Business and Financial Breakthrough. 7. Violent Prayers for Healing of Inner Wounds, Comfort and Freedom from Depression 8. Violent
prayers for deliverance from demons and satanic oppression. 9. Violent Prayers for deliverance from Personal Bad Habits and Addictions. 10. Violent Prayers to Destroy Curses from Family
Lineage. 11. Violent Prayers Against Self-Imposed Curses. 12. Violent Praise Offerings for God's instant power manifestation. In this book, you are going to stand in the gap for your own life,
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family, and business and push back the forces of darkness. You are going to release your husband/wife or partner from the bondage of the devil. You are going to command the freedom and
prosperity of your children and family members. You are going to say, enough is enough. You are going to command your deliverance from spiritual attacks, evil dreams, invisible barriers. You
are going to speak into the spirit atmosphere and command your detained angels of goodness to be released. In this 3 Days fasting and violent Prayers & Declarations you will... Arrest
Stubborn Situations, Break Free from Bad Habits, Release your Detained Blessings, Break Curses And Spells, Get Healed, Experience Total Freedom and Receive Divine Direction Is there a
persistent sickness in your body? Are you experiencing some setbacks in what you are doing? Are you experiencing some spiritual attack in your life and family? Are you experiencing
disappointment in marriage? Do you notice you're always disappointed at the brink of anything good coming your way? Are you always landing from one trouble to another without any
reasonable explanation? Do you notice that you regularly have one quarrel or the other with your wife/husband? Do you always have unexplainable evil dreams? Are you always having
attacks and evil threats from evil people in your life and family? Are you trying to break free from bad habits? Do you desperately need a breakthrough in your life? Then the prayers in this
book is what you need. The prayers in this book will bow any difficulty in your life. They will enable you to have unusual revelations that will give you direction. All closed doors against you will
open. In this self Deliverance prayer book you will learn to pray.... Prayers to break bad habits. Prayers to Release Your Detained Blessings. Prayers to resolve marital problems Prayers to get
healing. Prayers to break free from spiritual attacks Prayers to overcome fear. Prayers to have a breakthrough. Prayers to get salvation for your fam
Deliverance from Multiple Bondage Everybody has one challenge or the other to contend with in life. It is one thing to identify and recognize the challenge, it is another thing to know the
solution to the challenge.This book contains a detailed account of the spiritually traceable bondages under which human beings are knowingly or unknowingly operating. The bondage could be
cryptic and hidden and may require the death of your King Uzziah to have a view of it. Can you identify the root of the bondages in your life? Do you know their origins? Do you know how to
uproot, destroy and overcome the bondages? The answers to these questions are contained in this book. Get ‘em!
Prayers for use by the laity in waging spiritual warfare from the public domain and the Church's treasury.
God has designed sophisticated weapons of spiritual warfare to enable the believer experience victory in the battles of life. Deliverance from the Limiting Powers offers total deliverance from
all forms of bondage and oppression. The approach is thorough, the style is simple and the presentation is digestible. This book is divinely arranged as a means of cancelling every
programme of exchange orchestrated by demonic forces. The prayer points will prove a formidable weapon as far as the recovery of stolen virtues are concerned.
This is a unique book that addresses health prayer and insight to deliverance of the body. It is called TOTAL BODY DELIVERANCE, because of the in-depth and deep deliverance involved.
The book is loaded with spiritually vomited prayers; one thousand, one hundred and forty, (1,140) prayer points in all. The book will teach you how to pray and overcome health and physical
challenges. The simple rule is, if you feel better you will perform better. This book contains healing tips, precautions and techniques anyone can use to solve health problems in areas covering
Head Mouth Brain Eyes Ear Heart Stomach Hands Legs Blood Private Part Bone Garment And Shoes etc. The joy of the soul is good health and dynamism to handle situations. This book will
make you bold and strong in the Lord. The balm of Gilead is applied in every area you address with prayer. There is hope in every hope you build as you pray with this book. Your faith shall
make you whole. This book shall fire your hope and you shall get answer. As you warm yourself to Christ with prayers in this book, Satan will turn back and you shall experience deliverance.
The fact remains, the life rooted in God cannot be uprooted. Obtain your copy today.
The battles which first born faces this day are many. Praises are song the day they were born, only to fade away within a short time. Most first born are consumed on the way of life. Their
destinies are either cut short, polluted or reversed. Smiles on their face suddenly turn sober as things don't work out as planned. No battle is too big for God to handle. He is always there for
us. First born are special to him, as they are the gateway of parent to child bearing. Hence, God is much interested in you as a firstborn of the family. This book has eight hundred (800) prayer
points vomited by Holy Spirit to take you to a higher realm and make you a leader of the family. Purchase a copy of this book, pray the prayers of victory in it and match forward by fire!
Are you facing challenges in your finances? Are you worried about how to have perpetual control over forces of darkness causing confusion in your life and endeavor? Do you believe that your
prosperity is still within reach, and can be acquired and sustained? This book is meant to change every unpleasant situation Satan has brought your way, and establish God's agenda in your
life. This book will equip you with over 240 Holy Spirit orchestrated prayers for financial freedom and intelligence that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always, and claim your
pending and in-coming blessings, in no time.
First born children are primary focus of families, their birth are heralded with megaphone of praises and glory to God. They are often called bundle of hopes, great influence, boundary
adjusters, generator of peace of mind , source of courage and wisdom. Whatever they do, wherever they go, whoever they associate with, speaks volume. In fact, they are always under close
watch. But then, their lives are full of attacks. They are often bombarded front and back, left and right, high and below by wicked ones in order to lose focus. Whatever attacks you face it is
high time you claim your birthright as firstborn and call it quit with stubborn pursuers after your life. This book addresses it all, as classical biblical examples are discussed to open your eyes to
reality of life. It is also loaded with violent and acidic prayer points to crush your enemies. To crown it all, special attention is given to prophetic prayers that will positively seal your prayers.
There is no best way to handle your situation as firstborn than to buy this book. KEYWORDS: seven days religious fasting books, spiritual warfare prayers that avail much, breakthrough
prayers that rout demons, good morning holy spirit prayer book, power of a praying parent and wife, praying the bible with prayer of jabez, pigs in the parlor draw the circle
Deliverance from Triangular Powers. A lot of people have prayed all kinds of prayers and gone through different forms of deliverance yet their case have remained hopeless. The reason is that
they have remained powerless before the most wicked powers in the universe. Demons are house boys compared to these powers. When these powers are in charge of a case, nothing will
happen until you deal with triangular powers. The book in your hand will teach you about the triangular powers, which can work either for you or against you if you know how to deal with them.
This book exposes you to the highest form of deliverance. Welcome to total freedom.
This is a unique book because it is written under the power and anointing of the Holy Spirit. The prayer points are backed up with the word of God that relates to such prayers. This prayer
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points are directed to Satan and his demonic agents. It creates confusion and tremendous Holy Ghost fire in the spiritual realm, that Satan and his demons cannot contain, and they will flee
from you and your family. Pray with aggression, violence, in your spirit, Pray with determination, faith, and expectations breakthrough will be yours. Enforce your rights as a child of God, use
the whole armor of God, and sword of the Spirit, which you know is the word of God. Pray with power in your tongue fearlessly. Light will overcome darkness TOPICS WARFARE ON EVIL
SPIRITS Evil spirits of possession and oppression Spirit of the dead operating in my life. Evil spiritual nets and pits Evil properties and stolen properties. WARFARE ON DEMONS Imported
Demons(International Demons) Demons of Accident Demons of retrenchments and retirement Demons that break families. WARFARE ON EVIL CURSES Breaking curses,
covenants,initiations and yokes. Breaking evil powers and loose yourself Breaking Satanic curses into blessings Breaking evil blood covenants .
Many people today are prisoners in one way of the other. They are in a stronghold where their freedom is limited or has been eliminated completely. Some are prisoners to evil powers, some
to their thoughts, while several others are being held captive by dreadful devil. The solution is deliverance and this book points out the various areas we need deliverance. The prayer points
will shatter every prison door and set you free.
Fifty easy to read and declare self-deliverance prayers that will break the chains in your life that bind. Complete with a checklist to help you keep track of your progress in praying these daily
until you get the breakthrough. The prayers cover a variety of bondages and strongholds that will effectively break the chains with Jesus most powerful name. Even just praying the book
through once is sure to make a tremendous difference in your life that lasts. God bless you as you read through and follow through!
One of the many ways God communicate with us is through Dreams, He made promise that he would talk to his own people through dreams in the last days. 90% of revelation knowledge that
we need in order to overcome our problem can be revealed to us in the dreams and it is said that to be informed is to be transformed. Dreams can come from God, it can come from man, it
can also come from the Devil. if you cannot interpreter your dreams properly, then there is no solution to your problem as you may not know how to address it. Hence, this book will help you
interpret your dreams and enough prayers to back it up. If you do not dream at all or you feel you do not dream, then this could be very dangerous. If God want to talk to you, you will definitely
not hear because the communication chain has been blocked. Please note that only aggressively prayers will deliver you from not remembering your dreams, it should be taken very seriously.

Presents a collection of Scripture-based intercessory prayers for all types of life situations.
This book is a pullout from the bigger book titled TOTAL BODY DELIVERANCE. It is loaded with spiritual vomited deliverance prayers. It is a complete way of addressing
problems that may arise in our daily activities. Battles are fought and won in the spirit, making it possible to get physical results. This book will open your eyes to A to Z prayers of
life. The simple rule is, if you feel better you will perform better. This book contains healing tips, precautions and techniques anyone can use to solve health problems in areas
covering Head Mouth Brain Eyes Ear Heart Stomach Hands Legs Blood Private Part Bone Garment And Shoes etc. Prayers in this book, covers prayers you need to lift you to
greatness. Every part of the body, including the head, the mouth, eyes, mouth, hands, stomach, legs, reproductive organs etc. are addressed one at a time. A chapter is devoted
to them one at a time, making it possible to treat them in depth with appropriate prayers. There is no way Satan can dribble you this time around as you address every aspect of
your life. Surely, he will not find solace in you anymore. The time is up for Satan with his wicked acts. You shall experience total deliverance as you use this book. Pick this book.
The time is now, don’t procrastinate. KEYWORDS: scripture on healing the heart, prayer healing strength, prayer healing for a friend, scripture on healing and faith, healing
depression for life, group healing, recover from illness
You need to read this book if you desire to enjoy the full benefits of the Christian life. Among other things you would find : What is deliverance? 32 Ways of effecting deliverance.
How to know if you are in need of deliverance. Some life-changing practical warfare sessions on obtaining deliverance. This book is a product of divine instructions and practical
experience in the school of deliverance. Now you have a choice to be free because freedom is a reality in Jesus.
If you need deliverance from satanic oppressions, and breakthrough in your life, and need it fast, then this book is for you. Jesus said that there are situations that can only be
resolved by prayer and fasting. In this manual, we are going to apply the force of fasting, combined with the power of the night to take our deliverance and breakthroughs by
force. Fasting with MIDNIGHT PRAISES AND PRAYERS is a daring combination that will invoke the power from above to silence your oppressors and hand you the victory you
deserve. The God that answers by fire will step into your life and situations and bring a complete turnaround. There is deliverance and breakthrough before youArise and possess
your possessions. The night is when very serious spiritual influences, attacks and terrors take place. The night times is when what happens in the day-world are decided in the
spirit. In this book, now UPDATED WITH BONUS CHAPTER ON 30 POWERFUL HEALING PRAYERS.... You'll learn what happens in the night when you pray, and you are
going to stand in the gap for your own life, family, and business and push back the forces of darkness. You are going to release your husband/wife or partner from the bondage of
the devil. You are going to command the freedom and prosperity of your children and family members. You are going to say, enough is enough. You are going to command your
deliverance from spiritual attacks, evil dreams, invisible barriers. You are going to speak into the spirit atmosphere and command your detained angels of goodness to be
released. In this 7 Days fasting Prayers & Declarations you will... Arrest Stubborn Situations,Break Free from Bad Habits,Release your Detained Blessings,Break Curses And
Spells,Get Healed,Experience Total Freedom andReceive Divine DirectionIs there a persistent sickness in your body? Are you experiencing some setbacks in what you are
doing? Are you experiencing some spiritual attack in your life and family? Are you experiencing disappointment in marriage? Are you doing your best in life, working hard, yet
nothing to show for it? Are you a married woman without a child for many years now? Are you always having miscarriages, or other fertility problems? Do you notice you're
always disappointed at the brink of anything good coming your way? Are you always landing from one trouble to another without any reasonable explanation? Do you notice that
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you regularly have one quarrel or the other with your wife/husband? Do you always have unexplainable evil dreams? Are you always having attacks and evil threats from evil
people in your life and family? Are you trying to break free from bad habits? Do you desperately need a breakthrough in your life? Then the prayers in this book is what you need.
The prayers in this book will bow any difficulty in your life. They will enable you to have unusual revelations that will give you direction. All closed doors against you will open business wise, marriage wise, ministry-wise - after the prayers in this book. All the evil harassments and threats in your life and family will end after praying the prayers in this
book. If you are looking for the fruit of the womb, you'll conceive. If your case is marriage disappointment, it will be settled. In this self Deliverance prayer book you will learn to
pray.... Prayers to break bad habits.Prayers to Release Your Detained Blessings.Prayers to resolve marital problemsPrayers to get healing.Prayers to break free from spiritual
attacksPrayers to overcome fear.Prayers to have a breakthrough.Prayers to get salvation for your family and childrenArise and shine for your light has come.And your glory is
risen
Deliverance through the Watches is prayer programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval starting 6am. This gives a total of 7 Prayer Watches. It gives you
focus in the place of prayer.
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